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Question No: 1 
Which database connection command allows stored procedures? 
A. Db2 connection 
B. MongoDB connection 
C. ODBC connection 
D. SQLite connection 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 2 
Which information can be seen in the user management screen in the IBM RPA web client? 
A. Language preference 
B. User name 
C. Group 
D. Administrator (yes/no) 
E. Date and time of last log in 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 3 
Why does on premise RPA allow the creation of multiple tenants? 
A. To lease server space to tenants 
B. To license tenancies to different companies 
C. To create isolated RPA environments for different parts of the business 
D. To create separate development/test/production environments 
E. To enable parallel processing 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 4 
A script is finished and published. The goal is to schedule the bot, but the script cannot be seen in the script 
schedule dropdown in the Web Client. 
What must be done while publishing the script so that it can be seen? 
A. Unset the Private flag. 
B. Assign it to a proper runtime. 
C. Set the Allow scheduling flag. 
D. Set the Set as production flag. 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 5 
When configure a Google Drive storage provider, how is the storage provider authorized? 
A. It will prompt for Google SSO 
B. Use Token ID 
C. Google Drive URL 



D. Upload SSL Auth Certificate 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 6 
What is a Group in an IBM RPA web client setting? 
A. Group refers to user role which is defined as super-administrator, administrator or normal user. 
B. Group refers to a set of users or computers utilizing the same attended bot launcher. 
C. Group refers to a set users, or computers, or both that can be set up in web client. 
D. Group refers to job title of users which is set up during creation of each new user. 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 7 
What is the purpose of a subroutine? 
A. To perform a task using a sequence of commands only once 
B. To run a sequence of commands that can be reused at any time 
C. To keep similar scripts together 
D. To process any errors that might arise 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 8 
Identify the Bot Agent clicking the correct, unnamed, blue box in the client-side components. 

 

Answer: 



 

 
Question No: 9 
Which statement on chatbot or IVR (Interactive Voice Response) creation is correct? 
A. Chatbot and IVR creation use the exact same script. The bot will become either chatbot or IVR based on 
the machine type registered on Web Client. 
B. Chatbot and IVR creation use the exact same script. Once published, administrator may select either chatbot 
or IVR option to deploy the script from Web Client. 
C. Chatbot and IVR creation utilize the same command, but the option (chatbot or IVR) must be specified in 
the input. 
D. Chatbot and IVR creation utilize different bot connection commands. 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 10 
What are two valid options to see the logs for scheduled bot execution? 
A. Under the Scripts menu in the Web Client selecting the scheduled script and accessing the Logs tab 
B. Via Schedules menu in Web Client, selecting the scheduled script and searching for execution data 
C. Accessing the logs from agent computer <IBM RPA installation folder>\execution_logs -folder 
D. Using Dashboard datasource LOGS 
E. Reading logs from the System.Logs queue 
Answer: B,D 
 
Question No: 11 
Which two license features are included into and governed by IBM RPA license? 
A. System Queue Server 
B. Vault 
C. Orchestrator (processes) 
D. Scheduler 



E. Runtime 
Answer: A,C 
 
Question No: 12 
When registering a client computer manually to IBM RPA tenant, which two information fields are mandatory 
to set? 
A. Name 
B. VNC address 
C. Computer credential 
D. Computer type 
E. Physical address 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 13 
When configuring a launcher, what must be configured to execute the scripts? 
A. Windows EXE 
B. Define REST URL 
C. Define a link to a script 
D. Configure a button that points to a script 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 14 
When should developers utilize visual driver in IBM RPA Studio recorder? 
A. When the bot needs to extract a structured data field from a PDF 
B. When the bot needs to pick up a value from a table in an application 
C. When the bot needs to perform actions on an element which the recorder is unable to pick up 
D. When the bot needs to click on a button element on a web page 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 15 
What is needed in order to get a queue previously created on the web client? 
A. Adding the parameter --fromconfiguration 
B. Adding the parameter —priority 1 
C. Registering the enqueued time in the web client 
D. Registering the queue with the Java Message Provider 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 16 
Which role should be assigned to an RPA developer who needs to schedule bots? 
A. Standard user 
B. Root 
C. Super Administration User 
D. Admin user 
Answer: D 




